1 La Grande Peur of November 1918

The Flight of the Kaiser

By mid-morning on 9 November 1918, officers at the headquarters of the German General staff feared for the worst. In addition to recent reports of military defeats at the hands of the British, French and American armies, the latest news suggested that revolution had spread to German divisions at the front. Equally troubling, they thought that a violent battle had just commenced in Berlin, where the blood of revolutionaries and counter-revolutionaries was supposedly flowing in the streets.¹ This news made them especially fearful for the wife of Kaiser Wilhelm II, Empress Auguste Victoria. At the end of October, when her husband went to stay with the General staff at the Großer Hauptsitz [GHQ] at Spa in occupied Belgium, she was left behind in the German capital. Now officers and the Kaiser thought that she was dangerously under-protected. Some even feared that revolutionaries would try to take her hostage.²

The royal and military elite’s increasing powerlessness helped to fuel their fears of revolutionary violence. Over the course of the last five days they had learnt that the red flag was flying over more and more towns and cities across the German Empire. The first sign of trouble came on 4 November 1918, when the Imperial German naval base at Kiel fell under the control of revolutionary sailors. Within hours revolt spread across the north German coast, where military authority broke down in a series of towns and cities, including Wilhelmshaven, which was,

alongside Kiel, Imperial Germany’s most important naval base. The revolting sailors were soon joined by larger numbers of pro-revolutionary protestors, including workers, women and soldiers garrisoned across the country, who took to the streets to demand the Kaiser’s abdication, an end to the war, and the full democratization of Germany’s political system. The domino effect continued. On 6 November, the men at the GHQ learnt that Hamburg, strategically key to containing the revolution to northern Germany, was already under the control of revolutionaries. By 7 November revolution had spread from its foothold in northern Germany to include Hanover, Braunschweig and Cologne. More was to come, during the night of 7–8 November 1918, when revolutionaries led by radical Independent Socialist Kurt Eisner took control of Munich and proclaimed Bavaria a republic. By nightfall the next day, without ever facing anything more than token acts of resistance, revolutionaries had taken control of almost every major German city. The only exceptions were Berlin, Breslau and Königsberg.

German military and political elites were at a loss to explain how this movement had spread so quickly. Many feared that a single conspiratorial organization was directing events. The Kaiser even thought that it was led by ‘freemasonry or Jewish freemasonry’. He suspected that their final goal was the destruction of dynastic rule across Europe and the end of the Protestant and Catholic Churches. Officers at Spa also believed that an informant in their midst was feeding crucial information to their opponents. As a chain of unthinkable events continued to occur, while some officers grew increasingly fearful for their unprotected
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families, others contemplated joining a suicidal cavalry charge in full colours against enemy lines. It was to be led by the Kaiser and his most senior officers.\(^9\)

Shortly before midday on 9 November their sense of panic was briefly broken. Prince Max von Baden, who had been appointed Imperial Chancellor only one month earlier in a desperate attempt to fend off the worst consequences of German military defeats in August and September 1918, telephoned from Berlin. He informed Wilhelm II that he was no longer Emperor.\(^10\) The centuries-old rule of the Hohenzollern was at an end. Less than a week after it had begun, the revolution had triumphed. At first, this news left the Kaiser and his closest entourage overwhelmed by shock, anger and tears. But their emotional distress was soon replaced by thoughts for action. They quickly realized that it would be impossible to reverse Prince Max’s decision. The news wires refused to publicize a statement denying the Kaiser’s abdication. Equally damning of their loss of power, they were aware that they would be unable to mobilize sufficient numbers of men to march on Berlin to fight the revolution.\(^11\) But they remained determined to ensure that the former Kaiser escape unharmed. At first, Wilhelm refused to abandon his headquarters. He told his advisors that to do so would be to display cowardice. Others were less assured. They expected armed revolutionaries to arrive that afternoon and force his arrest.\(^12\) Some officers were so anxious that they took up weapons and occupied positions ready to fend off an attack.\(^13\) As the hours passed, Wilhelm’s determination to remain began to wane. The deposed Kaiser worried that revolutionaries might arrive to ‘string him up’.\(^14\) In this moment of extreme mental anguish, the head of the German navy, Admiral Reinhard Scheer, who was also present at Spa, wrote what he thought would be the last letter that his wife would ever receive from him. After a long emotionally laden discourse on her
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importance to him, he told her that after his death, she should not mourn for him.\textsuperscript{15}

The anxious waiting continued until the early hours of 10 November, when, under the cover of darkness, the Kaiser finally took flight. He boarded the Royal Train to escape to neutral Holland but soon after it pulled away the train stopped. Two unmarked cars were parked alongside it. They were waiting for the deposed Kaiser and his closest entourage. It cannot be said with certainty whether the decision to change the means of escape was a cleverly planned decoy or a reflection of a sudden fear that revolutionaries may have blocked the railway lines. Once the unmarked cars sped off, Wilhelm himself demanded that they drive as fast as possible and his closest aides held loaded rifles.\textsuperscript{16} One passenger later wrote that they were ready to shoot their way across the border.\textsuperscript{17} It was not necessary, however; just as the armed revolutionaries who were supposed to be on the way to arrest the Kaiser never turned up, the historic script provided by the French Revolution was not to be repeated (in June 1791, disguised as a valet and a governess, the French King Louis XVI and his wife Marie Antoinette were arrested as they fled Paris heading in the direction of the Dutch border). Instead, at the border, the armed revolutionaries they expected to find were conspicuous by their absence — although there was a curious crowd of Dutch citizens anxious to catch a glimpse of a very special refugee. As for the Empress, while Germany was caught in the grip of revolution, she remained in Berlin, where contrary to a brief rumour, nothing happened to her either.\textsuperscript{18}

From this point on, Wilhelm II, a man who was once symbolically central to a conflict in which millions of Europeans fought and died, spent the remainder of his life in Holland. And yet, for all that his abdication and exile is among the best-known outcomes of the First World War, it has generally been forgotten that it was the fear that Germany was on the verge of an extremely violent revolution; and not the demands of revolutionaries, or the orders of the victorious Entente, that led him to take flight. Of course, Wilhelm II, King of Prussia and Emperor of Germany since June 1888 had special reasons to fear revolutionary violence. But his problem was not unique: at the start of November 1918, no one knew what kind of revolutionary and counter-revolutionary violence was about to take place
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and many people expected that Germany was on the verge of a period of extreme violence. More than anything else, this uncertainty defined contemporary experiences of the revolution. From the pinnacle of Imperial Germany’s social pyramid, right down to the revolutionaries who took to the streets, the expectation that the revolution would be violent had a profound influence upon behaviour, attitudes and decision-making. However, even though it was an omnipresent feature of contemporary experience, this aspect of the revolution’s emotional history has played little role in its historiography.

Therefore, the following chapter sets out to examine the relationship between violence and fears of violence during the first ten days of November 1918. Our main concern is to examine as precisely as possible what kinds of revolutionary and counter-revolutionary violence actually took place, and to ask why the revolution’s violence remained limited at this time. When we explore the first two weeks of November 1918 in this way, I argue, it becomes clear that just as fears of violence were central to how Wilhelm II experienced his final days as German Emperor, they played an equally important role during the course of events that occurred as the revolution spread ‘from below’. As this book reveals for the first time, panic gunfire, caused by the expectation that counter-revolutionary officers were secretly opening fire upon revolutionaries, was the most deadly form of revolutionary violence. It was made possible by the interaction of a series of closely related historical phenomena; all of which are equally missing from the revolution’s existing historiography. They include the powerful influence of highly suggestive and unverifiable rumours as well as the delusional expectations of elites and revolutionary actors in the streets. When these phenomena are examined together, it becomes clear that the idea that the revolution initially represented a moment of emotional release from the strains of warfare is untenable. Instead, a close examination of what happened when the Imperial state lost control of key urban spaces reveals that the revolution was a short moment of intense social panic that was as frightening for those who willed its success, as it was for those who fled from its outcomes. To make this case, the chapter starts with an examination of the immediate events that led tens of thousands of Germans to join a revolutionary movement that many later disowned as a horrendous moment of national betrayal.

Two weeks before he feared violent death at the hands of angry revolutionaries, Admiral Reinhard Scheer was upbeat. He was waiting enthusiastically for news from the German high seas fleet. Without informing the government or the Kaiser, at the end of October 1918, he had instructed the navy to proceed with an unprecedented operation. For the first time in the war, every available vessel in the surface fleet, with the support of submarines, was to proceed towards southern England, in a deliberate attempt to lure the Royal Navy away from its base at Scapa Flow to attack the lines of German ships in the North Sea. The mission was deliberately provocative: three weeks after Prince Max announced that he was initiating a diplomatic exchange with the United States with a view to bringing about peace upon the basis of American President Woodrow Wilson’s 14 Points, German warships were even ordered to sail into the Thames estuary and open fire upon London. Even though it may not have been conceived of as a suicide mission from which no German vessel was meant to return, as the operation’s most ardent critics later suggested, the plan was intended to produce a colossal battle with high losses on the German side.\(^{20}\) In the eyes of Imperial German Naval commanders, however, the human price of the operation was deemed to be worth it.\(^{21}\)

The decision to proceed with such a momentous battle plan was taken after a month of planning and intrigue on the part of Scheer and two other naval commanders, Rear Admiral Adolf von Trotha and Captain Magnus von Levetzow. Together, these three men formed a triumvirate that dominated the Seekriegsleitung [SKL] – a single naval command that had been established in August 1918 and was modelled upon Field Marshal


\(^{21}\) The commander of the German fleet, Admiral Franz Ritter von Hipper, predicted that the operation would cost him his life and at least one submarine did receive a suicidal instruction. It was to attack the British Fleet’s base at Scapa Flow in the hours leading up to the main operation.Predictably enough, when the submarine tried to do so, it failed to make it through the Royal Navy’s defences with the loss of 35 German lives: BArch-MA NL162/9 (Hipper Papers) Bl.9 Hipper Diary 31 Oct. 1918; Deist, ‘Die Politik der Seekriegsleitung’, 359.
A Revolution Against Endkampf

Paul von Hindenburg and General Erich Ludendorff's Third Supreme Command of the army. On 29 September 1918, they were shocked when Ludendorff suddenly predicted that without an immediate ceasefire the German armies would be annihilated in battle and that total devastation would follow at the front and in the homeland. Even though he had previously rejected all moves towards a diplomatic peace, Ludendorff was now so inspired by his own fearful vision of revolutionary Armageddon that he demanded that Germany use diplomacy to immediately bring about a negotiated peace settlement. At least partially, in early October, Ludendorff got his way.22 Prince Max von Baden was appointed as Chancellor and decades of conservative opposition to political reform was suddenly reversed by a royal decree that introduced a new parliamentary system of government. For the first time, two Social Democrats, Gustav Bauer and Philipp Scheidemann, were included as government ministers.23 Scheer, Levetzow and Trotha were horrified. Even though German defeats in August and September meant that the navy had just abandoned strategically important submarine bases in occupied Flanders, they were certain that the war was not lost and that Germany still possessed sufficient men and materials to continue fighting.24 In October, as Ludendorff's dire predictions failed to occur, their spirits were raised by the prospect that a negotiated peace was no longer necessary. They were encouraged to think in this way on 5 October 1918, when, in a speech that the prestigious newspaper the *Vossische Zeitung* predicted would be one of the most important ever made by a German statesman, after he announced that he had sent the first German note to President Wilson, Prince Max threatened that if their enemies refused them a fair and just peace, a ‘firmly determined and united Germany’ would continue to fight with renewed vigour.25 Many contemporaries understood this threat as


23 For the contrast between conservative and liberal views of Prince Max’s appointment see: ‘Auf dem Weg zur Lösung der Krise’, Conrad Haufmann, *BT* Nr. 503, 2 Oct. 1918 MA; ‘Seine Grossherzogliche Hoheit der Herr Reichskanzler’, *DZ* Nr. 506, 4 Oct. 1918. In his diary, Hipper described 5 October as the day that Bismarck’s Empire was destroyed: BArch-MA N162/8 (Hipper Papers) Bl.33, Hipper Diary 5 Oct. 1918.


25 The *Vossische Zeitung’s* prediction, as well as the wording of Prince Max’s speech, were circulated by the WTB and subsequently printed in a range of regional newspapers,
meaning that the war was about to enter a new phase that would take on the character of a ‘final struggle’ or *Endkampf*, it would entail a return to mobile warfare and it would continue even if the enemy occupied German territory. Scheer told his wife that the prospect left him feeling ‘really pleased’. 26

Only hours after Prince Max outlined this vision of a choice between *Endkampf* or a fair peace, a naval officer with a desk job in Berlin, Captain William Michaelis, wrote to Levetzow to outline how he thought the surface fleet could contribute to launching *Endkampf*. 27 In an influential letter, he made the case that the surface fleet was now the only German military force that was capable of achieving a ‘visible military success’. 28 He predicted that once the German people learnt of the navy’s heroism, there would be a tremendous ‘positive change of mood’ and that this change would inspire the German *Volk* to reject the diplomatic exchange of notes in favour of continued fighting for as long as necessary into the future. 29

For the remainder of the month, the promise of *Endkampf* or a war of national defence became increasingly important, especially as the American notes grew in severity. 30 Led by the industrialist and intellectual Walther Rathenau, who publicly called for Ludendorff’s dismissal and the prolongation of the war at the start of October, published opinion increasingly referred to the necessity to proclaim *Endkampf*, often contrasting the apparent willingness of Germans to negotiate peace while still occupying enemy territory with France’s refusal to surrender following the German invasions of 1870 and 1914. 31 Other historical examples that were used to suggest that Germany could continue fighting included the
mythical idea that German unification in 1871 was a result of a process of military liberation that began with armies of volunteer soldiers who fought off the armies of Napoleon following French victories over Prussia and the occupation of Berlin in 1806–07. Even the Social Democrat’s Vorwärts newspaper – the party’s official mouthpiece – included mobilizing articles announcing that it was time to fight on rather than accept a humiliating peace. Furthermore, even though it may have been unpopular amongst the general population, the same message was credibly delivered by petitions and political rallies organized by nationalist patriotic leagues; some of which took place in contested territories that Germany stood to lose, such as Danzig.

By mid-October 1918, it appeared to many contemporaries, especially among conservative and nationally orientated military and political elites, that the German government was close to rejecting the exchange of notes and proclaiming Endkampf. Notably, on 17 October, while a handful of naval planners were secretly working on the operation, Scheer and Levetzow attended a meeting between Ludendorff and the cabinet of Prince Max von Baden. Its main purpose was to deliberate the German response to the second American note, a note that liberal State Secretary Conrad Haußmann, a member of Prince Max’s cabinet, described as ‘exploding like a bomb’ when its contents, including the stipulation that the Entente would control the speed of German military withdrawal from occupied France and Belgium, were made public in Germany. By the end of the meeting even Ludendorff openly spoke of Endkampf’s prospects for success. In turn, after the German government responded to the Americans with a further conciliatory note on 20 October, four days later, on 24 October, the same day the planning stage of the naval operation was

530, 17 Oct. 1918 AA; BArch Berlin R901/55958 Bl.83: ‘Ein dunkler Tag’, Reichsbote Nr. 507, 7 Oct. 1918 MA. There is direct evidence that Rathenau’s arguments impacted upon the thinking of the leadership of the German Navy. On 8 October Scheer told his wife that Rathenau’s piece contained an ‘extremely appropriate judgement’: MLS Nr. 31: ‘Gr.H.Qu., 8 Oct. 1918’, 134.
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declared complete, the OHL, the organization that demanded a ceasefire at the end of September, now attempted to publicly sabotage the work of Prince Max’s government and end the diplomatic process. On this occasion, Ludendorff was overruled. He was summoned to Berlin and dismissed on 26 October 1918. This was the point when the navy’s commanders thought their hour had arrived. In their eyes either the German surface fleet would justify its existence in battle and remobilize the German public to continue fighting; or, according to the logic of their ultra-nationalist worldview, fleet and nation would fail to exist.

The officers’ decision making is often represented as something peculiar to a group of men whose expectations had been defined by the unique world of the Imperial German Navy’s officers’ corps. So too, some historians have dismissed discourses calling for Endkampf as nothing more than ‘rousing calls for perseverance’ and a ‘final propaganda crusade’. And yet, the more we think about how German military planning interacted with a much broader political and social conversation about Endkampf, the more it becomes clear that the prospect of Endkampf was one of the most important aspects of German strategic thought during the weeks leading up to the Armistices of November 1918.

The naval command was not unique: it was only one of a significant number of organizations thinking about how Endkampf could be realized. The difference between newspaper writers, nationalist speech-makers and the planners in the SKL, OHL and the War Ministry was more about practicality than mentality. With the surface fleet ready to go, it was far more straightforward for the officers of the SKL to move Endkampf from the planning to the operational stage, than it was for their likeminded colleagues in the army or War Ministry.

In turn, the fact that language promising Endkampf empowered a widespread social fear that the military and political elite would chose Endkampf rather than peace, explains why once it began in